The Mission of Process and Water is to become a total solutions company to a diverse market place.

We do this by providing our clients the products, services and technical support that they require to meet their internal process and operational needs.

HOW WE ACCOMPLISH OUR MISSION:
Process and Water has a very unique business model that starts with a focus on engineering, manufacturing and after-market site support services. With two locations, one dedicated to design and manufacturing and the other site focused on purified water and preventative maintenance services, gives Process and Water a clear advantage of being a total solutions provider to the marketplace.

This business model allows the Process and Water team to focus on customer service and being the best cost provider to the industry.
What We Provide Our Clients

Process and Water a clear leader in high purity water and discharge compliance solutions has over 50 years of experience in manufacturing and servicing purified water, wastewater discharge and recycling systems.

Process and Water, are not your traditional consulting engineers, we are system developers that have the experiences in manufacturing and implementation of energy efficient high purity water, industrial wastewater treatment, recycling technologies and after-market services.

We have a three-step approach to design and manufacturing success:

1. Development: Our developmental process is one of gaining a real understanding of our client’s challenges through a process evaluation and/or audit.
2. Collaboration: Process and Water takes a qualitative and quantitative approach to engineering and design, lending itself to all parties creating a result that both had anticipated on, at the contract outset.
3. Tangible results: Process and Water takes their standard and custom system designs and completes the manufacturing of its state of the art, robust treatment processes.

Manufactured Solutions

We manufacture our (in-house) designed or engineer-specified purification and industrial wastewater equipment in our state-of-the-art 10,000-square-foot facility located in East Bridgewater, MA.

Purified Water Site Support Services

Through our 6000 square foot facility in Taunton, MA Process and Water offers On-demand resin regeneration services (SDI services) and reverse osmosis membrane restoration offerings; Giving customers reliable, economical ways to ensure high-purity water system uptime with consistent and sustained quality. Process and Water’s mission is to provide the best possible service to our installed base of systems. We have licensed water and industrial wastewater treatment personnel of staff. Our dedicated factory certified technicians perform such services as:

1. Owning & operating a resin regeneration plant where we complete small batch resin regeneration.
2. Delivery and installation of the portable DI resin exchange bottles.
3. Replacement of filter cartridges, UV bulbs and filtration media.
4. Reverse osmosis system preventative maintenance & cleaning services.
5. Instrument calibration services.
7. DI loop Sanitization.
8. High purity water & Industrial wastewater treatment commissioning.